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Agency Achieves 455%
Return on Ad Spend for
Travel Campaign
CLIENT CHALLENGE

455%

RETURN ON AD SPEND
This partnership directly proved the value
of utilizing 2nd-party data within media

campaigns. It allowed us to identify users
who were in the research and planning

phases of their travel, thereby being able to
As a full-service digital agency, AMP Agency is constantly developing custom
audience segments for specific campaigns for its advertisers. Working for a
premiere travel client, AMP’s goal was to target specific travel ads to consumers
who were in-market for an upcoming trip to increase conversions. The client’s
primary KPI was measuring Return on Ad Spend (ROAS), so AMP was focused on
driving inbound leads and lowering the cost per acquisition.

present them with offers that were timely

and relevant. To enhance the 2nd-party data,
we were able to use paid search data and

incorporate those keywords to identify users,
expanding the pool of high value target

customers for our client and reaching them
across multiple channels and devices

SAMANTHA WEINSTEIN
Director of Programmatic Media,
AMP Agency

LOTAME SOLUTION

REAL RESULTS

DMP FOR
AUDIENCE
TARGETING

To achieve the targeting and scale needed
for a recent travel campaign, AMP began by
building a “travel” audience of users who had
exhibited interests in travel via data they had
collected with Lotame’s DMP.

455% Return On Ad Spend
(the client’s primary KPI,
which they exceeded
significantly)

SHARETHIS
FOR SOCIAL
DATA

Next, they partnered with ShareThis to enrich
this behavioral data with ShareThis’s real-time
social intent data, to understand the prime
time of day and particular devices they should
target for their ad campaigns.

30% lead conversion rate
(typically, lead conversion
rate is about 23%)

DMP FOR
AUDIENCE
EXPANSION

AMP also combined this data with paid search
data inside Lotame’s DMP to expand the pool
of high-value target customers. The travel
audiences they built were then pushed out
to multiple DSPs and other social targeting
platforms such as Facebook.

Want similar results for your business? Get in touch!
info@lotame.com lotame.com/dmp
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ShareThis data, onboarded
into Lotame’s DMP, was the
highest performer across all
prospecting data lines that
were tested.

